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“Our primary purpose is to accelerate learning for all 

children and adults of all ability levels and ethnic and 

social backgrounds, worldwide.” 

• Every student should be given the opportunity to become his or her most amazing self.

• Teachers want and need the right data and insights.

• Student outcomes improve dramatically when teachers are supported with insights.

• The purpose of technology in the classroom is to amplify teachers’ effectiveness.

• The best way to deliver educational tools and service is with openness and partnerships.

Mission

Our Philosophy
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Established
• Started in 1986, Renaissance employs nearly 1,000    

employees in the US, Canada, the United Kingdom,  
and Australia.

• More than one third of U.S. schools use
Renaissance solutions.

• 72 million Star assessments were completed
during the 2015-2016 school year.

1,000
mission-driven

employees

30+ years of 
scholastic
innovation

Global presence
in 78+

countries

Forbes Top 100
most trustworthy

company

Award-winning
suite of education
software solutions

Proven
• Star assessments are highly rated by the US

Department of Education’s National Center on 
Response to Intervention and National Center on 
Intensive Intervention.

• Renaissance solutions are recognized for
excellence by CASE (Council of Administrators of 
Special Education, Inc.), who provide leadership 
and support to members by shaping policies and 
practices which impact the quality of education.

Trusted
• More than 90% of first-time customers become 

long-term customers.

• Rated Forbes Top 100 Most Trustworthy Companies.

• Google Capital invests in Renaissance.

• Renaissance solutions have garnered numerous
awards from respected organizations and publications  
in the education and technology industries.

Valued
• More than 32 million instructional hours saved 

using Star assessments during the 2015-2016 
school year.

• On average, Star Assessments take 1/3 less time 
to administer than comparable assessments.

2.8B 1/3 18M
Real-world 
data points

Sophisticated financial partners

US schools Worldwide student 
subscribers

Renaissance at a glance

Renaissance by the numbers
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In our first year of use, Star 360
predicted results on state tests 

within 3–5 percent at every level and 
subject. By year-end, more than

90% of middle-school learners met 
their student-growth percentile 

targets, and 498 of our 500 students 
achieved passing grades.

Noel Petrosky
Principal – Saint Marys Area Middle School

“One of the real benefits of using the Renaissance solutions is that we can set realistic, 
individualized goals that promote growth, regardless of starting point.”

Darbie Valenti

Teacher – Minnie Cline Elementary School

“Even when students meet their Accelerated Reader goals ahead of schedule, they 
don’t stop reading – they just kept going and going! It’s not unusual for students to 

spend recess in the computer lab taking Accelerated Reading quizzes or talking books 
over lunch in the library with Ms. Hellings.”

Kathleen Grigsby 

Principal – David IB Elementary School 

“One of our first ‘aha’ moments occurred when Star 360 assessments predicted with 
99 percent accuracy our third-graders’ performance on upcoming stated tests. Of the 

1,400 students benchmarked, Star 360 accurately predicted results for 1,393.”  

Beth Johnson 

Instructional Technology Specialist – Broken Arrow Public Schools 

Success story 
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• Skills based assessment built for the new National  
Curriculum.

• Around 10-20 minutes to take on any platform with an 
Internet connection.

• 34 questions with time limits.

• Provides data on Standardized Scores, Reading Ages, 
Scaled Scores, Suggested Skills and Student Growth 
Percentiles.

• Tracks all progress from term to term and year to year.

• Results available immediately. 

• Computer Adaptive Technology.

Renaissance Star Assessments ™ provide all the 
achievement and growth data needed for screening, 
progress monitoring, and guiding instruction.

Star 360 ®

Star Reading®

Star Math®

Star Early Literacy®

Star Custom®

Star Spanish™

Renaissance reading and math practice programs
engage K12 practice at the unique levels students 
need in order to grow with personalized learning.

Accelerated Reader 360®

Accelerated Reader®

English in a Flash®

Accelerated Math®

MathFacts in a Flash®

myON Reader™

Renaissance Portfolio

Star Assessment

K-12 assessents for reading 
mastery

Star Reading®

One dashboard unites interim 
and formative assessment data 
for a 360° view of learning

20 minutes is all you need to 
assess students and get reliable 
results

2.8 billion student data points 
light a clear path to reading and 
math mastery

MORE

TO PLAN
INSIGHT

MORE

TO TEACH
TIME

MORE

FOR STUDENTS
GROWTH
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• Assess math skills areas across multiple domains.

• Around 10-20 minutes to take on any platform with an
Internet connection.

• 34 questions with time limits.

• Provides data for Screening, Progress Monitoring,
Instructional Planning, Scaled Scores, Student Growth 
Percentiles, and Diagnostic Reporting.

• Tracks all progress from term to term and year to year.

Grades 1-12 assessments for 
math mastery

Star Math®

• Assessment Suite containing Star Reading, Star Math, 
Star Early Literacy, and Star Custom.

• Skills based assessments built for the new National 
Curriculum.

• Provides data for Screening, Progress Monitoring, 
Instructional Planning, Scaled Scores, Student Growth 
Percentiles, and Diagnostic Reporting.

• Star Custom provides data for skill and subskill mastery.

• Tracks all progress from term to term and year to year.

Pre-K-12 student assessment suite

Star 360®

• Short, formative skill checks to assess skill and subskill 
level.

• Create-your-own assessment for any subject!

• Pre-made assessments available for reading and math 
skills, as well as some science skills.

• Assign assessments to students to organize the school 
week and stay on track.

Customizable formative 
assessment tool for pre-K–12 

Star Custom®

Pre-K-3 assessment for reading, 
language and vocabulary, and 
numeracy

Star Early Literacy®
• Skills based assessment built for the new National  

Curriculum.

• Around 10-20 minutes to take on any platform with an 
Internet connection.

• 27 questions with time limits and audio support.

• Provides data for Screening, Progress Monitoring, 
Instructional Planning, Scaled Scores, Student Growth 
Percentiles, and Reading Readiness.

• Tracks all progress from term to term and year to year.
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• Personalize realistic and attainable reading goals for 
each student, creating accountability for their progress.

• Paired with Star Reading, help students find books that 
are “just right” for their specific reading level.

• Nearly 200,000 quizzes available to choose from.

• Provides quizzes for comprehension, literacy, 
vocabulary, and early readers.

• Students get personalized suggestions on what to read 
next based on reading history.

• Includes all individual reading goal setting tools and 
quizzes already found in Accelerated Reader.

• Added 1,500 nonfiction articles sorted by skill or interest.

• Highlight and tag, “show you know,” and reading 
comprehension activities included to improve vital close 
reading skills.

• myON’s digital library and literacy tools with 
Renaissance’s reading programs and assessments 
will provide a comprehensive, innovative suite of reading 
solutions for customers.

• Provides districts with real-time data to measure 
student’s reading achievement and growth.

IMPACT
GROWTH

MOTIVATE 
PRACTICE

ENGAGE 
STUDENTS

Student-driven, teacher-guided 
practice

Engage students, motivate 
practice, impact growth

Digital Literacy Solutions 
Is Coming Soon! 

Star Assessments®+ Accelerated
Reader®+ myON Reader™

Accelerated Reader®

Accelerated Reader 360®

myON Reader™

Reading and Math practice programs 

190,000+ quizzes interim and 
formative assessment data for 
a 360° view of learning

20 minutes is all you need to 
assess students and get reliable 
results

180+ peer-reviewed articles, 
independent evaluations, and 
studies show proven results
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Renaissance solutions are nationally 
recognized for excellence

Renaissance Flow 360®

Accelerated Reader 360®

MathFacts in a Flash®

Star Assessments®

Accelerated Math®

myON Reader™

AR Bookfinder (www.arbookfind.com) is a web-based search tool that was created for 
parents, guardians, students, teachers, and librarians to search for appropriate 
Accelerated Reader books. With more than 193,000 Accelerated Reader 
Quizzes—over 94,000 nonfiction—kids will never run out of books to read.

Accelerated Reader Bookfinder™
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Renaissance operates in more than 78 countries throughout the world, with a strong presence in Europe, 
Australia, and Asia.

More than 600 institutions in Korea are using Renaissance products. 

Based in the U.S. with a global reach

In Korean Market 

 Yongsan International School of Seoul

   Younghoon International Middle School

  Seoul International School

   Korea Internaltional School

   Cheongna DALTON School

    Taejon Christian International School

Gyeonggi Suwon International School

International Christian School Pyeongtaek

Fayston Preparatory School

Seoul Scholars International

Seoul Foreign School

Saint Paul Preparatory

Welltain Christian International

BIS Canada

North London Collegiate School Jeju

Korea Poly School

Sogang Language Program(SLP)

YBM English Centers For Children(ECC)

Paedeaplus English Reading Academy

Proud7 English Institute 

Kangnam Pride Institute

Jeongsang Language School(JLS)

Express In English(EIE) Institute

Creo Language Institute

Elan Language Institute

Ivy Top Reading English Library

Chungdahm I-Garten English Kindergarten

Kidsnreading English Library

Readingtown Education Center

Dr.Jung Eclass

Central 1 Reading Club

E-Chapters English Library

Wise Reader English Library

Reading Bee English Library

Bookinship Education

Power Reading English Library

Suksuk English Library

Bambini Education Center

Brighton Language Institute

Kid's College(Children's English Institute)

Maplebear Canadian Education

Rise Education Korea

Docs Language Institute

Sunae Elementary School

Hongik University Elementary School

Kyonggi Elementary School

Cheongwon Elementary School

Uchon Elementary School

Daegu Dongdo Elementary School

Incheon Yangchon Middle School

Yongnam Middle School 

Hangaram High School

Jeonbuk Foreign Language High School

Seoul Kwangsung High School

Bomoon High School

Daegu High School

Gangseo English Library

Miryang Municipal English Library

Suseong-gu Beomeo Library

Daegu Dongbu Public Library

Daegu Global Education Center

Seoksu Library

Yangsan City English Library

International School

Private Institute English Library / Kindergarten

Public / Private School Public Library

North America
Over 1/3 of school in the 
U.S. use Renaissance

solutions, with a growing 
presence in Canada

Europe
Established in the UK in 

1999, present in over 5,000 
schools in the UK and 

Ireland

Asia
Through strong partnerships, 
we’re accelerating learning 
for all in South Korea and 

other parts of Asia

Australia
Renaissance serves over 

250 schools in our emerging 
Australia market
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Order Process and Customer Support

▪ Provide a renaissance signboard 

▪ Provide promotional resources(brochures, posters) 

▪ Provide AR reader badges 

Promotion & Marketing

Operational Support 

Training 

Real-time Customer Support
▪ Provide an AR recommended book list 

▪ Provide a contact list of book sellers  

▪ Provide a standard method of teaching for reading 
  books

▪ Provide training for a better understanding of the
  products and an effective application   

▪ Provide walk-in training or video tutorials

▪ Provide personalized training on introduction and        
  application

▪ Emails and phone calls for customer inquiry are
  always available

▪ Operate a hotline for a quick response to        
  emergency  

Order Process

Customer Support 

T-ime Education 
www.t-ime.com
T-IME Education 5F Peugeot Biz Tower, Gwangnaru-ro 
310-gil, Seondong-gu, Seoul, Korea

1 Verifying Customer  When an institution document (registration certificate) is sent, verification can be 
completed. 

2 Initiate Order  An invoice is sent to customer, and the consultation takes place.

3 Contract  When the order is received, and the payment is completed, a contract can be made. 

4 Implementation  An RP site for the institution is created and sent to the customer. 

5 Marketing&Training Support  Marketing resources including brochures and posters are provided and 
customized training for effective use of the products is offered.

renaissance@t-ime.com 
www.renaissancekorea.com

Sales & Support 1522-4142

Verifying 
Customer

STEP 1

Initiate Order

STEP 2

Contract

STEP 3

Implementation

STEP 4

Marketing&Training
Support

STEP 5
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Renaissance and T-ime Education came 
together to deliver a shared vision of 
accelerating learning for all students.

Renaissance® is the leader in K–12 learning analytics — enabling teachers, curriculum 
creators, and educators to drive phenomenal student growth. Renaissance’s solutions 
help educators analyze, customize, and plan personalized learning paths for students, 

allowing time for what matters — creating energizing learning experiences in the 
classroom. Founded by parents, upheld by educators, and enriched by data scientists, 

Renaissance knows learning is a continual journey— from year to year and for a lifetime. 
Our data-driven, personalized solutions are currently used in over one-third of U.S. 

schools and more than 78 countries around the world. 

T-IME (Totally Integrated Multiplatform Education) offers educational services which 
include not only offline classes but also combines them with online classes and other 

services to help students succeed. T-IME Education aims not only to follow changes in 
the education industry, but to stay a step ahead of them through continuous research 
into the educational environment. Starting from a big institute located in Seoul in 2007 
with educational specialists from various fields, T-ime currently is leading the education 
industry with over 400 institutes and around 4,000 contracted businesses. Through our 
institutes, publishing, and on-line business, we can be your good business partner who 

can provide educational know-hows and services. 



www.renaissancekorea.com
www.renaissance.com


